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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 198 x 129 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.These three short stories are unrelated
mysteries that will have you guessing through their final chapters. The first mystery involves a
suburban setting we can all relate to. Karen is an ex-realtor, divorced, no-longer active in the
industry. Now a private investigator, she specializes primarily in missing persons and potential
infidelity investigations. One of her old real-estate customers, Wendy, has become a friend with
both endearing and disarming traits. Wendy has observed some odd phenomena in the old house
across the street from her home. Not knowing what to make of them she calls Karen who finds a
plausible explanation for the unusual phenomenon her friend has observed. A massive storm with
high winds and torrential rain rages for days, creating driving hazards from downed trees, racing
rivulets, and accumulated debris in narrow streets. Karen s investigation of a missing person from
out of state stalls. When Wendy calls with yet another issue on the house opposite, Karen is
predictably rude in her response. The ensuing investigation involves both unexpected and
unpleasant issues. Wendy is enormously upset, and...
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A fresh e book with an all new viewpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh studying period of time. You will like the way the writer write this publication.
-- Tania Cormier-- Tania Cormier

An extremely wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid information. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this
publication from my dad and i recommended this publication to understand.
-- Clinton Johns DDS-- Clinton Johns DDS
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